
 
  



 
 





Section I: Action 
 
The Mathematics Department proposes to offer an emphasis in Mathematics of Computation. 
 
The purpose of this emphasis is to provide undergraduates an academic path toward careers in the 
software industry—careers that require some level of rigorous mathematical and computer programming 
skills. 
 
The key features of the Scientific Computing emphasis are (1) the senior project and (2) the narrowed 
focus in the upper-level mathematics electives courses that are required for all mathematics majors.   
Rather than having free choice from all the upper-level mathematics elective courses, the Scientific 
Computing emphasis major gives students more directed input regarding which classes best prepare 
students for a career as a mathematician in a Software Engineering field.  The senior project also gives 
students the opportunity to work on a prolonged programming project that more closely simulates the work 
environment than does an extra class. 
 
This degree differs from a Computer Science degree in that it contains a larger mathematical component 
and puts a stronger emphasis on the mathematical analysis of computer algorithms.  Thus it appeals to 
students who want to combine a computing oriented career in industry with applications and use of 
mathematics.  It is basically the mathematician's side of the Computer Science field.    
 
Below is a table comparing the requirements for the regular mathematics degree versus the mathematics 
degree with an emphasis in Mathematics of Computation. 
Regular Math Major Requirements Mathematics of Computation Emphasis Math Major 

Requirements 

Required: 

Math1210, 1220, 2210  (Calculus) 

Math2270 (Linear Algebra) 

Math2280 (Differential Equations) 

Math3210, 3220 (Foundations of Analysis 1 & 2) 

Required: 

Math1210, 1220, 2210 (Calculus) 

Math2270 (Linear Algebra) 

Math2280 (Differential Equations) 

Math3210, 3220 (Foundations of Analysis 1 & 2) 

Math5610, 5620 (Numerical Analysis 1 & 2) 

Math5960 (Special Project) 

Math Electives:   

Students must choose seven math classes at or above 
the 4200-level, or they can include Math2200 (Discrete 
Math) as one of the seven choices. 

Math Electives: 

Students must choose four math electives from the 
following list: 

Math2200 (Discrete Math) 

Math5010 (Probability) 



Math5080, 5090 (Statistical Inferences 1 & 2) 

Math5040, 5050 (Stochastic Processes 1 & 2) 

Math5075 (Time Series Analysis) 

Math5110, 5120 (Math Biology 1 & 2) 

Math5410 (Differential Equations) 

Math5420 (Dynamical Systems) 

Math5440 (Partial Differential Equations) 

Math5470 (Chaos & Nonlinear Systems) 

Math5710, 5720 (Applied Math 1 & 2) 

Math5740 (Math Modeling) 

Math5750 (Topics in Mathematics—one 
example is Game Theory; these change from 
semester to semester) 

Math5760, 5765 (Math Finance 1 & 2) 

Allied Courses: 

Physics 2210, 2220 (Physics for Scientists and 
Engineers) 

Allied Courses: 

Physics 2210, 2220 (Physics for Scientists and 
Engineers) 

And, students must choose at least one programming 
class from this list: 

CS 1020 (Intro to Programming in C++) 

CS 1410 (Intro to Computer Science) 

CS 2000 (Intro to Program Design in C) 

Section II: Need 
Careers in the computer/software world are numerous, and that industry continues to grow rapidly.  In 
addition, this Mathematics of Computation emphasis degree would benefit any career that requires strong 
quantitative skills, such as engineering, insurance companies, and the world of finance.  This degree 
provides all the essential components for success in such fields, since it is a blend of mathematics and 
programming.  Our students report back to us that employers are searching for students with specific 
experience in computer programming and applications of mathematics. Although students with a regular 
mathematics degree could potentially qualify for the same jobs,  this stated emphasis on the diploma may 
appeal to more employers and be more easily recognized as directly applicable to their field.  This degree 
provides students with the explicit opportunity to train for such careers while also building a strong 
mathematical foundation.   

 
 



Section III: Institutional Impact 
We consider this emphasis primarily a service to students and don't anticipate any significant institutional 
impact. 

Section IV: Finances 
There will be no financial impact to the department or the institution. 



  



  



Section I: Action 
 
The Mathematics Department at the University of Utah proposes to offer an emphasis in Statistics. 
 
The purpose of this emphasis is to provide undergraduates an academic path toward careers in the 
business, finance and actuarial science—careers that require some level of rigorous mathematical and 
statistical skills. 
 
The key feature of the Statistics emphasis is the narrowed focus in the upper-level mathematics electives 
courses that are required for all mathematics majors.   Rather than having free choice from all the upper-
level mathematics elective courses, the Statistics emphasis major gives students more directed input 
regarding which classes best prepare students for a career in a Statistics field or for a Masters of Statistics 
degree program.  This degree also requires two allied courses chosen from disciplines where Statistics is 
applied. 
 
This Statistics emphasis will not affect the total number of credit hours required, compared to the regular 
mathematics major. 
 
Below is a table comparing the requirements for the regular mathematics degree versus the mathematics 
degree with an emphasis in statistics. 
Regular Math Major Requirements Statistics Emphasis Math Major Requirements 

Required: 

Math1210, 1220, 2210  (Calculus) 

Math2270 (Linear Algebra) 

Math2280 (Differential Equations) 

Math3210, 3220 (Foundations of 
Analysis 1 & 2) 

Required: 

Math1210, 1220, 2210 (Calculus) 

Math2270 (Linear Algebra) 

Math3070, 3080 (Applied Statistics 1 & 2) 

Math3210, 3220 (Foundations of Analysis 1 & 2) 

Math5010 (Probability) 

Math5080, 5090 (Statistical Inference 1 & 2) 

Math Electives:   

Students must choose seven math classes at or 
above the 4200-level, or they can include 
Math2200 (Discrete Math) as one of the seven 
choices. 

Math Electives: 

Students must choose four math electives from the 
following list: 

Math2200 (Discrete Math) 

Math4200 (Complex Variables) 

Math5030 (Actuarial Math) 

Math5040, 5050 (Stochastic Processes 1 & 2) 



Math5075 (Time Series Analysis) 

Math5210 (Real Analysis) 

Math5410 (Differential Equations) 

Math5610, 5620 (Numerical Analysis 1 & 2) 

Math5710, 5720 (Applied Math 1 & 2) 

Math5750 (Topics in Mathematics—one 
example is Game Theory; these change from 
semester to semester) 

Math5760, 5765 (Math Finance) 

Allied Courses: 

Physics 2210, 2220 (Physics for 
Scientists and Engineering) 

Allied Courses: 

Two upper division courses (which must first be 
approved by the undergraduate mathematics advisor) 
must be completed on a topic in which statistics is 
applied.  Departments offering such courses include (but 
are not limited to) Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geology, 
Economics, Finance, and Operations and Information 
Systems.  (For the purpose of this requirement, Physics 
2210 and 2220 may be counted as upper division 
courses.) 

 
Section II: Need 

In Spring 2010, the mathematics department graduated 38 students, and 8 of those 38 (21%)  students 
indicated a Statistics emphasis.  Careers as a Statistician or Actuary consistently appear on nationwide lists 
of the best paid and most stable jobs to have in the United States.  As such, an emphasis in Statistics is the 
most common emphasis students request from the undergraduate advisor.  We do not have a separate 
Statistics Department that would have its own Statistics degree program which makes this emphasis a 
much-needed program for students to make some distinction in the type of mathematics and applications 
they are prepared to use in their careers.   
 

Section III: Institutional Impact 
There will be no impact to the department or the institution. 
 

Section IV: Finances 
There will be no financial impact to the department or the institution. 



 


